
CALCULUS II: STUDY GUIDE

WEEK 2

This week’s study guide covers §7.2-4.
Be sure to read §7.2, 7.3 and 7.4.

1. Make sure you understand and know

• Fundamental trigonometric identities as well as double- and half-angle formulae.
• Antiderivatives of ln(x), tan(x), sec(x).
• How to use a right-triangle to help you identify the appropriate identifications in a

trigonometric substitution.
• How partial fractions is undoing adding two rational functions.

2. Things you should know how to do

• Integrate products involving even or odd powers of sine and cosine.
• Integrate products involving even powers of secant or odd powers of tangent.
• Integrate products involving sin(mx) cos(nx).
• Convert an integration problem involving

√
a± x2 into a trigonometric integral. Con-

vert the resulting antiderivative back into the original variables.
• Split a rational function into a sum of simpler rational functions using the method

of partial fractions.
• Distinguish between linear and non-linear denominators.
• How to apply the method of partial fractions when linear factors are repeated in the

denominator of a rational function.
• How to combine the substitution to convert a problem involving radicals into a prob-

lem about rational functions.
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2 WEEK 2

3. Added Practice

I will occasionally include an additional activity here. Often these involve some mathe-
matical puzzle related to the week’s material, and provide an opportunity to think carefully
through a common point of confusion or to recognize a common mistake. This week’s Added
Practice is just such an example. Can you identify the reasoning mistake below? I will give
an extra credit point to the first student to correctly explain the solution in class.

SECTION 7. 2
Find the Error

It is a beautiful Spring morning. Everywhere you look, people are happily going to their classes, or coming
from their classes. “College is fun!” calls out one student, and about twenty more yell “Sure is!”
in unison. Someone else calls out, “I love History!” A bunch of other students call “Great subject!” in
response. Swept up in the spirit of things, you call out, “Calculus is wonderful!” “Lies! Lies!” calls out a
lone, familiar voice. You wheel around and directly behind you is a wild-eyed hungry-looking stranger.

“Oh, don’t be silly,” you say. “I just learned about trigonometric integration. It wasn’t that hard a section, and
there isn’t a single lie in it.”

He looks up at you and says, “Oh, really? Perhaps you can take a quick true/false quiz, and see how easy the
section is.” The stranger then whips out a sheet of paper with this on it:

“Both are clearly true!” he shouts, before you have a chance to think. “AND we know that
! 2 sin 2x = ! 2 (2 sin x cosx ) = ! 4 sin x cosx ! Thus cos 2x = 2 cos2 x ! Ho ho!”

“Ho ho?” you ask.

“‘Ho ho,’ I say; ho, ho, I mean! Because at x = 0 , cos 2x = 1 , and 2 cos2 x = 2 ! Once again, your
‘Calculus’ gets you into trouble! ‘Two equals one, two equals one!”’ sings the stranger, to the tune of “Nyah,
nyah, nyah nyah, nyah,” as he skips off into the distance.

Consider the stranger’s test. Are the answers “true” to both questions? And if so, then could the stranger
be correct? If 1 = 2 , then how can you tell odd numbers from even ones? Would one still be the loneliest
number? How many turtle doves would your true love give to you on the second day of Christmas? Or is
there a possibility that there is an error somewhere in the stranger’s reasoning? Find the error.
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